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William (Bill) Mall is a Partner in Selman Breitman’s Orange County office
and is a member of the firm’s Commercial Litigation, General Liability, and
Trucking and Transportation practice groups. Bill represents businesses in
general liability defense matters, as well as business disputes, including
cases arising out of vehicle fleet operations, private vehicles used in
deliveries, and general personal injury matters arising out of the operation of
a large vehicle fleet and work force performing work in consumer's homes,
as well as premises liability in retail stores. Bill’s clients include satellite
television providers, restaurants, and large and small businesses. He also
has experience in representing businesses, including aerospace companies,
in disputes that involve complex issues such as wrongful termination, sexual
and other types of harassment, and other employment issues facing his
clients.

His extensive background in the defense of medical malpractice matters has
given him an understanding of medical issues and experts that is extremely
useful in the defense of personal injury claims.

Bill's litigation experience includes several jury trials, including the defense
of personal injury claims, including catastrophic injuries; discrimination,
including a federal civil rights jury trial; and business litigation. Most recently,
he defended a personal injury case involving a fall from a ladder onto
concrete, resulting in serious facial fractures and a claimed loss of memory.
He was able to leverage a mistrial into a dismissal for a waiver of costs. He
has also handled bench trials and binding arbitrations, including medical
malpractice matters.

With years of experience in business litigation matters, Bill is able to assess
general liability, business disputes, and employment-related matters at the
outset, considering the facts as known, as well as the ramifications of
various approaches to litigation, be it settlement, vigorous litigation, or the
combination of both approaches. This enables him to evaluate disputes and
rapidly assist his clients to decide the most appropriate response to any
such situation. He works closely with General Counsel and claim
representatives, as well as directly with clients to formulate a case-by-case
response to each matter, as well as overall approaches to litigation in
general. His attention to and responsiveness to the individual wants and
needs of his clients ensures that his clients' expectations and goals are met.
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